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Abstract: Understanding the factors driving the implementation of energy efficiency measures
in compressed air systems is crucial to improve industrial energy efficiency, given their low
implementation rate. Starting from a thorough review of the literature, it is thus clear the
need to support companies in the decision-making process by offering an innovative framework
encompassing the most relevant factors to be considered when adopting energy efficiency
measures in compressed air systems, inclusive of the impacts on the production resources and
the operations of a company. The framework, designed following the perspective of the industrial
decision-makers, has been validated, both theoretically and empirically, and preliminarily applied
to a heterogeneous cluster of manufacturing industries. Results show that, beside operational,
energetic, and economic factors, in particular contextual factors such as complexity, compatibility,
and observability may highlight critical features of energy efficiency measures whose absence may
change the outcome of a decision-making process. Further, greater awareness and knowledge over
the important factors given by the implementation of the framework could play an important role in
fostering the implementation of energy efficiency measures in compressed air systems. The paper
concludes with further research avenues to further promote energy efficiency and sustainability
oriented practices in the industrial sector.
Keywords: energy efficiency; compressed air systems; energy efficiency measures; nonenergy benefits;
assessment factors
1. Introduction
Industrial energy efficiency is widely recognized as crucial means to mitigate the growing final energy
consumption (by more than 25% in the 2018–2040 time span [1]), given that industry is responsible for 35% of
global total final energy use [2]. Energy efficiency can also lead to other benefits, such as enhanced security
of the energy production systems and a healthier and more comfortable environment [3], plus strategic
advantages connected to a less volatile energy market [4], especially in countries strongly dependent
on energy imports [5,6]. As discussed by [7,8], previous research has mainly focused on sector-specific
energy efficiency measures (EEMs). However, the extreme heterogeneity of the industrial sectors calls for a
different approach aimed at promoting specific cross-cutting technologies. Among others, the Compressed
Air System (CAS) looks particularly interesting, being widely diffused as ancillary technology within many
industrial processes [9] due to its cleanness, practicality, and ease of use [10]. Usually, industrial compressed
air (CA) is generated by using electricity as energy source and can account for about 10% of the total
electricity bill in some contexts [10]. By taking a life-cycle costs perspective on CAS, the largest portion
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of costs is covered by operating costs (almost 80% [11]). Therefore, improved energy efficiency in
CAS by implementing EEMs (both implying both technological and behavioral changes [12]) should be
abundantly cost-effective, and lead to other benefits, such as reduced scrap rates, greater capacity utilization,
enhanced safety, and many others [13].
Nonetheless, despite the huge potentials for energy efficiency gains (up to 20% [11,14]) and continuous
development in the field [15], EEMs are not diffused as expected, leading to the so-called energy efficiency
gap [16,17], particularly critical for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which everywhere
represent the vast majority of companies and are responsible for the largest share of consumption [18,19].
Previous research noted that SMEs particularly suffer from a lack of internal competences as well as
standard procedures hindering EEMs adoption [20–22]. This is also confirmed by studies on barriers
to energy efficiency [17,20,23], which only partially refers to costs, rather pointing the attention on
the lack of awareness and specific knowledge [22–24] as well as unperfect information and irrational
behavior [25], therefore suggesting that it is of primary importance to highlight the single factors driving
the decision-making process over EEMs. The literature has so far identified assessment factors for EEMs
(e.g., [26]); however, they are referred to other technologies other than CAS. Since different technologies are
characterized by different EEMs [27], different factors should be analyzed as well.
Classifications of interventions in CAS have been proposed by literature [11,28,29]; nevertheless,
a mere technical EEM description does not sufficiently pinpoint some relevant factors, such as specific
implications at the operational level that, beyond energy and monetary savings, are crucial for wise
decision-making, representing a major research gap. Therefore, starting from an overview of CAS (Section 2)
and literature review in Section 3, we offered a novel framework encompassing the most important factors
for decision-making over industrial CAS EEMs (Section 4). The framework, which includes the specific
EEMs description, broadens the effects of their implementation beyond energy and economic considerations,
offering a genuine and innovative contribution to the academic discussion over the impacts of EEMs on
industrial operations. Further, the proposed framework also aims to effectively contribute to supporting
decision-makers and policymakers in fostering the adoption of EEMs in CAS, as well as technology and
service providers in tailoring their services. A validation and preliminary application of the framework was
conducted in several manufacturing enterprises (Sections 5 and 6, respectively), giving valuable insights
and opening further research avenues (Section 7).
2. EEMs in CAS: An Overview
Overall, CAS are usually characterized by reduced energy efficiency [10,30]. However, CAS energy
efficiency can be improved through well-known EEMs, in terms of technologies and practices available in
the market. Understanding the characteristics of CAS EEMs is of primary importance to shed light on the
factors driving their adoption and foster their implementation.
A valuable source for the analysis of EEMs in CAS is represented by the US DOE Industrial Assessment
Center (IAC) [31], which identified 16 EEMs labelled with an Assessment Recommendation Code (ARC).
Such EEMs, as noted by previous literature [7,26,32], represent a broad range of activities to improve the
energy efficiency of CAS, including (as summarized in Table 1):
• installation of new equipment (e.g., ARC 2,4226 “Use/purchase optimum sized compressors”,
2,4224 “Upgrade control compressors”, 2,4225 “Install common header on compressors”);
• optimization of existing equipment (e.g., ARC 2,4231 “Reduce the pressure of compressed air to the
minimum required”, 2,4235 “Remove or close off unneeded compressed air lines”);
• recovery of extant working conditions (e.g., ARC 2,4236 “Eliminate leaks in inert gas and compressed
air lines/valves”);
• replacement of compressed air medium (e.g., ARC 2,4232 “Eliminate or reduce the compressed air
used for cooling, agitating liquids, moving products or drying”, 2,4233 “Eliminate permanently the
use of compressed air”);
• energy recovery (e.g., ARC 2,2434 from either compressors or ARC 2,2435 from air dryers).
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Moreover, efficiency in CAS may be reached following three directions: preventing energy losses,
minimizing energy input, and recovering energy [33]. The IAC database covers the first two areas,
however, the latter is partially lacking since the database only refers to the recovery of thermal energy.
Hence, to cover the gap, an additional EEM related to the adoption of energy harvesting units was
added to Table 1.
With respect to other literature addressing EEMs in CAS (e.g., Nehler [11]), the IAC has
been preferred, given that Nehler [11] has clustered EEMs according to their physical local location to
recognize the effect on the system and their interrelations, however leading to a significant overlapping,
since multiple EEMs seem to target the same energy efficiency issue. Rather, IAC classification
allows assessing EEMs with an industrial decision-maker perspective. In fact, as reported in
Table 1, the implementation of those EEMs should consider several additional operational issues
(e.g., accessibility, location, noise) and impacts on other production resources (e.g., labor through an
impact on maintenance activities and/or safety) that are important for industrial decision-makers and
other literature, industrial and scientific. Interestingly, the existence of such implications seems to
show the need for academic literature to more thoroughly and systematically address the factors that
should be considered when adopting an EEM in CAS.
Table 1. Industrial Assessment Center (IAC) classification of EEMs in CAS.
ARC Code EEMs Type of EEM Description Important Characteristics forthe Adoption References
2,4221
Install compressor




Aspiring from the coolest
location [34], may they be
outside [35] or inside the plant
[36], could provide multiple
benefits, ranging from
efficiency up to the regulation
range, passing by avoidance
of shutdowns, according to
the type of compressor
installed [37,38].
• The location may be difficult




• continuous air monitoring
required (external
installation) [36];
• the installation of an
additional ventilation system










air or wear requirements of
the components need a certain
level of air dryness [44],
usually guaranteed by
refrigerated dryers, coupled
with a moisture separator and
condensate traps.









2,4224 Upgrade controls oncompressors
Installation of new
equipment
The control system ensures
high efficiency by matching
the supplied compressed air to
meet the demand, ensuring
that the minimum required
pressure is maintained.
Control can be achieved for a
single unit or the entire system
to optimize the
operations [29].
• Different control systems
exist, with the optimal one
depending on the specific
application (e.g., see
[29,45,53]);
• a reduction in the required
number of compressors may
be achieved through a
central control system [29];
• if a monitoring system is
installed with the central
control system, benefits in
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Table 1. Cont.








represents the best air
distribution system layout,
saving up to 12% of power
requirements [42,48,57].
Moreover, the installation of a
common header enables
compressors to work together,
taking advantage of
load sharing.
• Higher bore improves air
storage capacity, which
enables operations with a
higher output of
compressors and avoidance
of unexpected switching on
or off [42,52];
• installation must be
performed by CA experts
[60];










Use a compressor able to
handle the demand of the
system at any time with
efficient operation, since
oversizing is one of the major
problems in the supply side of
compressed air systems [48].
• High efficiency units must be
preferred [11,50,57,62,63];
• noise may be reduced;
• space requirements may
be reduced;
• installation must be




2,4227 Use compressor airfilter
Installation of new
equipment
A filtering system may be
necessary to provide air of the
right quality, designed
considering (i) extraction
efficiency, (ii) air flow rate,
and (iii) dust capacity.
• Noise may be reduced;
• useful life of compressors
may be increased, and
unplanned
downtimes reduced;
• filters should be inspected
and replaced regularly
[51,65];











Pressure should be minimized
according to the requirements
of end-users [30,51,70],
proceeding then backward in
the identification of losses
[29,71].
• The number of working
compressors [68] may
be reduced;
• end-use pressure should be
reached avoiding losses















CA is a simple and readily
available form of energy, but it
is often used inappropriately;
many operations in a plant,
such as agitating liquids,
moving product, aspirating,




• The alternatives to CA are
vast, ranging from blowers
to air amplification
high-performance nozzles
[29,39,75], each of them
characterized by
different features;
• blowers, for instance, require
more space but are easy to
implement [76] and are












When the wrong use of CA is
discovered, it should be
converted to other types of
equipment (e.g., electric
driven equipment for vacuum
pump [29,79])
• Specific characteristics












multiple benefits to CAS (see
ARC 2,4221). Beside moving
the compressor air intake, it is
possible to obtain a cooling
effect of inlet air using a heat
exchanger [37,38].
• Heat exchangers are easier to
install with respect to a
change in the compressor air
intake, but they require more
space [37,38].
[37,38,57]
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Table 1. Cont.
ARC Code EEMs Type of EEM Description Important Characteristics forthe Adoption References
2,4235





Compressed air lines should
be removed in case of
permanent disuse or
temporarily closed, e.g.,
through shut-off valves, when
they remain idle for a certain
time during the production
cycle [50,80,81].
• The disconnection may
reduce noise, enhance safety,
and save space once
occupied by the equipment
itself [29,82];
• there may be issues in the










Leaks are the major single
sources of consumption in
compressed air systems







• Leak reduction may enhance
the equipment lifetime
reducing the pressure of
operating time [29];
• experienced personnel are
required to design and carry
out the activity [84];













Cooling air at the compressor
outlet enables the blowdown
collection and the avoidance
of heat exchangers in the
points of use; different cooling
system exists, with the
optimal fit depending on the
specific case (e.g., see [86,87]).
• Maintenance, operating
costs, and installation costs
depend on the
specific choice;
• water usage costs and water
waste management costs
should be considered when
dealing with a cooling
system where water is the
main medium [88];











the self-application, made by
operators, of compressed air
for ventilation purposes. An
efficient and secure alternative
is provided by electrical
fans [29].
• Enhance personnel safety
since the flow of compressed
air can inject particles into
the human skin [29].
[29]
2,2434 Recover heat from aircompressor Energy recovery
Up to 93% of the electrical
energy used by an industrial
air compressor is converted
into heat, which can be mostly
recovered with a properly
designed heat recovery unit
[27,42,90]
• Maintenance efforts are
higher due to the
requirements of the added
equipment [39,91];










As for air compressors, heat
can be recovered from dryers.
This intervention is one of the
most convenient concerning
energy efficiency, since the
source of energy is often
waste [34].
• Maintenance efforts are
higher due to the
requirements of the added
equipment [39,91];







harvesting units Energy recovery
Energy can be recovered from
the wasted pressurized air
when discharged in the
environment or from the
presence of moving masses
(kinetic energy) [92,93]. It can
be transformed into
electricity [93] or directly used
to power other devices [94].
• Maintenance requirements
increase [92];
• energy-saving circuits might




3. Literature Review, Critiques, and Needs
Section 2 highlighted several EEMs characteristics helpful to identify technical and operative factors
that should be assessed when dealing with the adoption of EEMs in CAS. Similarly, assessment factors
have been discussed by previous academic literature. A breakthrough contribution is represented by the
study by Fleiter et al. [26], who developed a framework based on 12 factors grouped into three categories,
namely relative advantage, technical context, and information context. Interestingly, the factors considered
refer to the profitability side of the EEMs, but point also toward their complexity, with thus some links to
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research by Rogers focused on the adoption of innovation into industry [99]. The relative advantage and
the complexity indeed represent the only factors, among the ones considered by Rogers [99], which are
statistically related to the adoption of interventions, together with the compatibility of an innovation [100],
considered however as a “rather broad and subjective characteristic that is heavily dependent on the
potential adopter”, thus neglected in the analysis by Fleiter et al. [26]. Roberts and Ball [101], referring
more generally to sustainability practices (thus with a broader focus than energy efficiency), encompassed
most of the aforementioned considerations, defining a framework that also pointed out the importance of
including the time dimension in the analysis, which was not included by Fleiter et al. [26]. Similarly, factors
for the characterization of EEM were considered by Trianni et al. [7], who maintained the profitability
dimension but also the description of the complexity of an EEMs, as suggested by Fleiter et al. [26], through
factors such as the activity type, the ease of implementation, and the likelihood of success/acceptance.
Noteworthy, both Roberts and Ball [101] and Trianni et al. [7] made a further step preliminarily suggesting
to include among the assessment factors also the nonenergy benefits (NEBs), i.e., all the benefits coming
from the adoption of an EEM beyond the energy savings, as defined by Mills and Rosenfeld [102],
but not explicitly.
However, NEBs represent the positive impacts that EEMs have on the operations and the
other production resources. They were considered mainly as additional benefits to stimulate the
implementation of industrial energy efficiency, since their value may exceed that of the energy
savings [7,103]. However, recent research has pointed out that there may be also negative implications
stemming from the adoption (e.g., [103,104]), which should likewise be included in the assessment
also as a necessary acknowledgement to gain credibility with the industrial sector [102]. In a nutshell,
regardless of being positive or negative, NEBs describe impacts stemming from the EEMs adoption and,
as such, they should be assessed during the decision-making process to make a sound decision.
Literature identified NEBs stemming from the adoption of a variety of technologies and EEMs,
referring them to a set of categories according to their nature and targeted area (e.g., relative advantage,
technical context, information context [26]; complexity, compatibility, observability [99,100]; waste,
emission, operation and maintenance, production, working environment, and other [105,106]).
In this regard, Table 2 shows the most significant contributions (NEBs encompassed by literature
are indicated with an “X”; the green background helps to graphically highlight the areas most
frequently covered by the past studies). Unfortunately, the majority of literature over NEBs does look
to specific technologies not including CAS (e.g., [107–109]), or considers CAS together with other
technologies [11]. To the best of our knowledge, only very few studies were conducted targeting
CAS specifically. Gordon et al. [49] first attempted to analyze NEBs referring to CAS exclusively,
listing a variety of NEBs, ranging from maintenance and insurance and labor costs to improved
system performance and workers’ safety conditions. More recently, Nehler et al. [27] highlighted a
simple list of 34 specific NEBs for CAS, ranked according to their importance as perceived by users
and experts, with the top positions occupied by organizational related factors (e.g., commitment from
top management; people with real ambition), energy-related factors (cost-reductions resulting from
lowered energy use; energy management system; the threat of rising energy prices), and strategic factors
(long-term energy strategy). Doyle and Cosgrove [110] further delved into this issue by identifying the
benefits stemming from one EEM, i.e., compressed air leaks repair, in terms of reduction of the required
working units and the consequent drop in the plant room temperature, which in turn improve the
efficiency of CAS. Interestingly, Table 2 shows that, despite referring specifically to CAS, these studies
consider about the same NEBs already defined by Worrell et al. [105]. The only exception is represented
by the improvements in system performance, which address improved pressure levels, consistency
of pressure, and the ability to address spikes in usage [49], which are indeed specific of the technology.
On the other hand, if many manuals deal with CAS technology (e.g., [29,39,111]) they refer solely to
technical aspects, such as the impact on parameters like pressure or temperature, which are critical for
the adoption of the technology, nonetheless representing a limited perspective, not even naming the
wider concepts of assessment factor nor NEBs.
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Table 2. Factors used in literature to describe EEMs.
Categories Factors
CAS (Specific) CAS (Among Other Technologies) Other Technologies/Innovations




Pay-back X X X X
Increased sales X
Initial expenditure/implementation







Interest cost on capital investment X
Technical
context
Distance to core process X X
Type of modification X
Scope of impact X
Lifetime (of the measure) X


















Ease of implementation X




Use of waste fuel, heat, gas X X X
Reduced product waste X X X X X X X
Reduced wastewater X X X X X X X
Reduced hazardous waste (and
hazardous water) X X X X X X
Waste disposal cost X
Material reduction (raw material) X X X
X (waste)
X X X X
X (waste)
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Table 2. Cont.
Categories Factors
CAS (Specific) CAS (Among Other Technologies) Other Technologies/Innovations
[49] [110] [27] [105] [112] [106] [7] [107] [113] [108] [109] [114] [26] [115] [100] [99] [102] [116]
Emissions
Reduced dust emission (ashes) X X X X X
Reduced CO, CO2, NOX,
SOX emissions X X X X X














Lowered cooling requirements X X X X X X X
Increased facility reliability X X
Reduced wear and tear on
equipment X X X




X X X X X X X X X
Reduced maintenance
(maintenance cost) X X X X X X X X









Reduced nonenergy operational cost X X






Productivity X X X X










X X X X X X X X X
Increased system capacity X
Reduced cost of
production disruption X
Increased reliability in production X X X X X X X
X
(production)
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Table 2. Cont.
Categories Factors
CAS (Specific) CAS (Among Other Technologies) Other Technologies/Innovations
[49] [110] [27] [105] [112] [106] [7] [107] [113] [108] [109] [114] [26] [115] [100] [99] [102] [116]
Working
environment
Reduced need for PPE/increased
safety/reduced illness or injuries X X X X X X X X
Decreased personnel needs X
Improved lighting X X X




















Decreased liability X X
Improved public image X X X X X X
Delay/reduce







Additional space X X
Improved workers
morale (satisfaction) X X X X X X
Direct and indirect
economic benefits (downsizing) x
Reduced currency risk X
Reduced number of devices required X X
Reduced insurance cost from
fewer compressors X
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By analyzing the literature, and in particular the area surrounded by the red line in Table 2,
the main literary gap is clearly represented by the lack of study encompassing for the entire
range of factors that should be considered by decision-makers during the assessment of EEMs,
especially when dealing with CAS. Referring to a single technology is necessary since different
technologies require different EEMs, which might provide different NEBs [27] and be characterized
by different assessment factors. Moreover, without this specificity, the work might lose the practical
interest by decision-makers because it is too general to describe the broadest set of possible industrial
contexts where to consider the adoption of EEMs on CAS. Furthermore, it is clear how most studies
dealing with assessment factors on CAS, regardless from the addressed technology, do not address the
context in which the technology is called to operate, therefore missing a (potentially) crucial element
for a complete decision-making. Moreover, it should be noted that most studies are focused on NEBs
from the service phase of the equipment, whilst both the drawbacks stemming from the adoption and
the implementation phase itself of the EEM have been rarely considered in the analysis [117].
4. A Novel Framework of Factors for Decision-Making Over CAS EEMs
The framework, designed to provide a holistic perspective for decision-making purposes, has been
created by tailoring factors and the broader categories to the specific features of CAS EEMs. The factors,
which should be relevant to the adoption of EEMs and, if possible, should avoid overlaps, derive from
either a thorough review of the industrial literature about the technology behind single EEMs
(Table 1) or from the scientific literature on EEMs characteristic. This dual perspective guarantees
the completeness of the analysis, being therefore inclusive of the impacts on the operations and the
other productive resources of a company. This completeness was maintained during the following
synthesis process, which made it possible to obtain a synthetic framework thanks to the grouping
of factors into categories and subcategories. Furthermore, the grouping process was carried out in
such a way that the framework obtained corresponds to the perspective adopted by decision-makers
regarding the adoption of EEMs to CAS. As summarized in Table 3, 22 factors were identified and
organized in three categories, respectively: (i) operative factors, (ii) economic-energetic factors, and (iii)
contextual factors, which in turn were divided into three further subcategories, i.e., (i) complexity,
(ii) compatibility, and (iii) observability.
4.1. Operational Factors
The need for compressed air is primarily defined by end-users’ requirements in terms of:
• air flow rate [29];
• pressure level [29];
• air temperature [39].
The CAS performance and efficiency do not rely exclusively on such primary factors. Yet,
primary factors are strictly interconnected to several secondary ones: among these, we can find heat
and thermal capacity, linked to the air temperature, power, work, but also volume, density and mass
flow rate of air, directly connected to its pressure and flow rate.
4.2. Economic and Energetic Factors
Pay-back time. Pay-back time has been widely recognized as an easy yet indicative factor supporting
industrial decision-makers with limited resources [7,118].
Initial expenditure. Regardless of the type of investment [119], the initial expenditure is a crucial
factor and may represent a major hurdle hindering EEMs adoption, especially among SMEs, due to
their limited capital availability [120,121].
Energy savings. The amount of saved energy is a critical indicator of savings stemming from
the adoption of an EEM [7] and it refers to monetary quantification of the physical energy source
(either primary or secondary).
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4.3. Contextual Factors
Other than considering operative and economic-energetic factors, CAS EEMs can be characterized
by many factors strongly dependent on the specific industrial context for which they are considered.
We took inspiration from the study conducted by Rogers [99] who broadly reviewed the characteristics
of innovation in general. Since the adoption of EEMs into a specific context can represent a
process innovation, those characteristics were transferred and adapted to CAS EEMs, as detailed in
the following.
4.3.1. Complexity Factor
Complexity describes the difficulty one might encounter when adopting an EEM,
inversely proportional to the adoption rate of the measure itself [99]. Understanding in which
cases the adoption is revealed to be complex is a fundamental passage to characterize it. Literature on
innovation refers to the radicalness as an index of complexity, since it is correlated to the degree of
change required for the adopters [122]. This is a rather vague definition for the specific study and a
potential source of misunderstanding [26,123]. Hence, we decomposed the complexity into factors
whose definitions are specifically intended for the analysis of EEMs.
Activity type distinguishes if an EEM constitutes a simple refurbishment or recovery of the
existing functions, an optimization in the use of an existing technology, a retrofitting of the equipment
or a new energy-efficient equipment installation [7]. Indeed, a simple retrofit is easier than a new
investment in equipment [124].
Expertise required refers to the range of skills required for the correct implementation of an EEM.
Since different levels of expertise are required for each EEM and considering their variety, the skill
range can be wide enough to be hard for firms in finding technology experts, especially for SMEs,
where CAS is used almost exclusively as a service [125].
Independency from other components/EEMs refers to the influence of the implementation of an EEM
on the existing system, to underline the nature of the impact [26,100,126]. The possible impacts can
influence CAS equipment working conditions, other systems or can generate cause–effect relationships
with other EEMs, with the magnitude of the influence being inversely proportional to the easiness of
understanding the consequences of the installation and predicting the total savings.
Change in maintenance effort. The variation of maintenance requirements as a consequence of the
adoption of EEMs has been often considered an important factor by previous literature [102,105,106].
Accessibility. Difficulties in accessing equipment may require higher efforts from personnel or a
greater amount of technological resources to carry out operations; this can be even harder for CAS,
in which the distribution system is usually difficult to access. Moreover, accessibility may also refer to
space unavailability for maintenance procedures when technology add-on measures are installed.
4.3.2. Compatibility Factors
Compatibility explains to which degree EEMs can be adapted to the existing system. According to
Rogers [99], it can be referred, among others, to the compatibility with previously introduced ideas,
that can be translated into technological compatibility, as suggested by Tornatzky and Klein [100],
or to layout features or operating conditions that difficultly fits in the existing system. Nonetheless,
despite being relevant for the adoption, compatibility and related factors have not been adequately
considered in EEMs literature, being strongly dependent on the adopters’ contextual characteristics [26].
Technological compatibility analyzes the technological constraints related to EEMs, pointing out
the conditions where their implementation is suggested or should be avoided, highlighting a strict
connection to the specific context. Indeed, in several cases, more technologies concur for the adoption of
the specific EEM, and the best choice depends on their matching with the existing system, as well as
their suitability [127]. Without technological compatibility, the EEMs expected performance may not be
guaranteed, with also possible lack of trust for future interventions [128].
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Presence of difference pressure loads outlines the existence of different pressure levels at the end-use
which may be a source of high inefficiencies and incompatibilities in the system [129]. This may be due
to (i) the widespread availability of lamination valves that, although can be easily installed, are meant to
disperse the pressure generated; (ii) the generation of a high-pressure point, which is recommended only
when a considerable amount of air is required at that pressure.
Adaptability to different conditions may be referred to demand needs as well as to different
ambient conditions, which can influence, e.g., the air conditions at the compressor intake (e.g., see IAC
ARC 2,4221). It represents a critical factor considering the flexibility of use usually required for CAS [29].
Synergy with other activities. During the EEM implementation, synergies among different
EEMs may occur, leading to potential benefits coming from the coordination of multiple activities
(e.g., similar interventions that are suggested contemporarily, taking advantage of the same downtime of
the equipment [130]). Nonetheless, synergies may also be negative for EEMs adoption [131].
Distance to the electric service. The distance of the point of use to the electric service can be a reason
for the low adoption rates of EEMs requiring the technology substitution from compressed air-driven to
electric driven devices [132].
Presence of thermal loads. The quality level of the fluid delivered by the heat exchangers from heat
recovery units represents the major problems for the low diffusion of this solution throughout CAS.
Although the EEM can be theoretically installed for each compressor type (both packaged or not), [29,36],
its profitability depends on the fluid quantity and temperature. If the compressor load is variable, heat may
be delivered discontinuously in time, potentially representing an issue for the end-use application [36].
4.3.3. Observability Factors
Observability, when referred to innovations, relates to their visibility and the communicability of
their effects to others [99]. Concerning CAS EEMs, observability can be translated into focus towards the
sensible changes detected in both the CAS and the working environment once the EEM is implemented.
Safety. Since difficulties may arise when handling compressed air for high fluid pressure and
high-speed rotating parts, safety requirements are tight, aiming at reducing the accident rates [133].
Air quality. Pollution in an indoor environment is one of the more underestimated problems within
a production facility. Paying attention to air quality monitoring and improvement is on the one hand
related to enhanced health and performance of operators [106,113]; on the other hand, to improved
operating conditions for all the parts in contact with the fluid, thanks to lower values of solid and
liquid contaminants.
Wear and tear variation of the equipment is widely considered in scientific literature, mostly with
a positive meaning [105]. The same factor can be perceived, in turn, as influencing the lifetime of the
equipment [103,113]. For the specific case of CAS, a reduction of wear and tear of the equipment may be
obtained because of the lower stress impressed by the fluid, attained with the reduction of pressure or
through enhanced control capabilities.
Noise coming from the equipment may affect the working environment and possibly the performance
of the operators [102,103,105]. Nonetheless, the quantification of noise variation stemming from the
implementation of a CAS EEM can be extremely difficult, being related to several parameters such as e.g.,
cost of absenteeism, accidents, and variation in workers productivity, that are extremely complex and
with impacts measurable almost exclusively in the long-term.
Artificial demand. Air flow demand increases at higher pressure, especially when air is open
blown to the atmosphere; hence, the sizing of the system based on the maximum pressure creates an
over-pressurization that minimizes efficiency [134]. This further demand, defined as artificial demand,
is considered one of the major causes of inefficiencies in compressed air systems. On the other hand,
each time an EEM entails a reduction of the CAS pressure level or the reduction of its unregulated use,
this affects positively the amount of air being delivered, representing a further benefit of the adoption.
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Table 3. Categories, subcategories, and factors of the new framework.
























Synergy with other activities [130,131]
Distance to the
electric service [132]




Wear and tear [103,105,106,113]
Noise [72,102,103,105]
Artificial demand [29,134]
5. Validation of the Framework
The validation of the model, intended to reach the analytical generalization as defined by Yin [138],
is performed following two separate steps: theoretical and empirical. The theoretical validation is based
on the assessment of the factors that compose the model and their capacity to describe the selected EEMs
through the analysis of literature contributions, both scientific and industrial, as discussed in Section 5.1.
On the other hand, the empirical validation, structured according to the case study methodology following
Yin [138] and Voss et al. [139], is required to validate with industrial decision-makers the framework and
its composing elements, basing the analysis on a set of predetermined indicators (Section 5.2). For the
purpose of the present study, i.e., understanding the main factors that rule the adoption rate of EEMs in
CAS and their influence on the decision-making process, multiple case study is the most appropriate
research methodology. Discrete experiments that serve as replications, contrasts, and extension to
the emerging theory [138] are considered so that each of the case-studies gives a contribution to the
theory development beside emphasizing the rich real-world context in which the phenomena will
occur [140]. The combined approach for validation, successfully undertaken by previous research on
similar topics ([7,141]), provides better generalizability of results, avoiding relying uniquely on the data
obtained from a limited number of investigations.
5.1. Theoretical Validation
The theoretical validation is used (i) to verify the ability of the developed framework in characterizing
the EEMs addressing CAS and (ii) to provide a qualitative evaluation of factors, which could result in
interesting insights for decision-makers. The process involves a revision of the EEMs highlighted in
Section 2 and it is accomplished thanks to a thorough review of the literature performed following the
perspective imposed by the factors considered in the model. The results of the theoretical validation
are reported in Table 4. In a nutshell, the framework proved to be able to fully describe EEMs in CAS,
also supported by the inclusion of a qualitative evaluation of interventions, intended however to provide
general guidelines rather than absolute and specific insights.
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[34–43] L S L X X R H/L L N/A I H 0 H H(N/A) 0 0 0 + I + 0 [7,37,72,133,142–144]
Install adequate
dryers on air lines to
eliminate blowdown
(ARC 2,4222)





59] M S/M M/H X X X R/N H/L L T N/A H 0 +
H






61] H M N/A X X N M L + - H - +
H;






48–50,55,57,62–64] H M/L M/H X X X N H L + I H H +
H;






26,35–39] L S L X O L H - I L 0 0
M
(N/A) 0 0 + + + + 0 [7,133,142,143]
Reduce the pressure




55,58,69–74] L S L X X O M L + - - 0 H 0
H
(N/A) 0 0 + + I + + [7,29,72,142,150,152]



























































































































































































































































70,75–79] M S H X X O H L T I H T -
L;






70,75–79] M S H X O L H 0 - 0 0 0
H





[37,38,57] M M M X X N L H N/A - 0 0 0 H;
+M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[7,133,142–144,156–
158]
Remove or close off
unneeded compressed
air lines (ARC 2,4235)







49,56,57,59,70,83–85] L S H X X Rec M L - - 0 L 0
H;
-D 0 0 + + 0 + + [7,29,72,142]
Substitute compressed
air cooling with water
or air cooling
(ARC 2,4237)
[39,86–89] M S N/A X X N M L - - M 0 0 H;
+M 0 0 0 I 0 0 0
[7,87,89,133,142,155,
157–160]
























































































































































































































































[29] M S N/A X O L M 0 - 0 0 0 H(N/A) - 0 + - + 0 + [7,29,133,142]




44,45,51,57,90,91] M M H X X R H L - - M + -
M





44,45,51,57,90,91] M M H X X R H L - - M + -
M
(N/A) 0 + 0 0 0 + 0 [7,29,36,39,72,89,142]
Install energy
harvesting units [33,92–98] N/A M M X R H
L/M
- + - H T - N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 [33,92–98]
a Low (L) if less than $2.000; medium (M) if between $2.000 and $10.000; high (H) if higher than $10.000; not available (N/A). b Short (S) if less than 1 year; medium (M) if between 1 and
2 years; long (L) if more than 2 years. c Impacted by the adoption of the EEM: (X); not impacted: ( ). d Retrofit (R); new installation (N); optimization (O); procedure of recovery (Rec).
e Low (L) if the presence of maintenance personnel is enough; Medium (M) if engineering is required; High (H) if the support of a technology expert is needed. f Magnitude: Low (L);
medium (M); high (H). Orientation: positive (+); negative (-). g Changes with technological change (T); maintenance effort is decreased (+); maintenance effort is increased (-); the factor is
not influent for the EEM (0); not available (N/A). h Accessibility problems negatively influence the EEM adoption (-); the EEM may change accessibility to some point, but the influence
is negative or positive depending on the context (I); not available (N/A). i High (H); medium (M); low (L); not influencing the EEM (0). j If the condition is verified, the factor may:
highly influence the adoption (H); have a little influence (L); not influence at all (0). The influence may also depend on the technology (T). Orientation: the influence positively (+) or
negatively (-) affects the adoption. k The factor may: highly influence the adoption (H); have a little influence (L); not influence at all (0). Orientation: the influence positively (+; ++) or
negatively (-) affects the adoption. l Possibility of installation with other EEMs: low (L), medium (M), high (H). Orientation: positive (+) or negative (-) influence on the synergy with similar
maintenance activities (M) or required shutdown of equipment (D); not available (N/A). m The factor may positively (+) or negatively (-) influence the adoption or may be not influencing
at all (0). n The factor may positively (+) or negatively (-) influence the adoption. In some cases, the factor is influencing but not in a precise direction (I) or it does not influence at all (0).
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5.2. Empirical Validation
We sampled firms across several sectors, limiting the analysis to SMEs, as discussed in the
introduction [161]. In this exploratory phase, different industrial sectors are considered, since the usage
of CA may vary according to the application, as well as its energy intensity. Five companies embodying
the previously stated criteria were considered for the empirical validation (details provided in Table 5).

















10 ÷ 49 ≤2 EI Maintenanceresponsible
V3 Machine designand construction 100 ÷ 149 ≤10 EI
Quality and
energy responsible
V4 Tires regeneration 10 ÷ 49 ≤10 EI Quality andenergy responsible
V5 Food and beverage 100 ÷ 149 ≤50 NEI Quality andenergy responsible
a The threshold between energy intensive and non-energy intensive companies is defined by the value of energy
costs compared to the total turnover; in the present study such value is set at 2% [162].
The interviews followed a semi-structured format [156], to give higher flexibility and customization,
being able to encompass a broader set of situations. In each case study, in the first part we collected
various information regarding company profile, including sector, size, energy intensity and turnover,
the role of the interviewees—ranging from the owner to the maintenance or energy manager—and their
status and main responsibilities in the decision-making process over the adoption of CAS EEMs.
Moreover, the perceived importance of energy and energy efficiency were investigated, together with
the past EEMs implemented. Additionally, the CAS was analyzed to understand the applications and
purposes of compressed air usage.
In the second part of the interview, respondents evaluated the proposed set of factors based on
four performances, i.e., completeness, usefulness, clearness, and absence of overlapping, exploiting an
even Likert scale from 1 (poor) to 4 (excellent) to avoid any neutral output. In particular, the validation
process was divided into two separate steps: first, the foundations of the framework were assessed, i.e.,
its general structure, scope and perspective, as well as categories, subcategories, and factors considered
as clusters in their own (top-level analysis). Second, the analysis delved into the investigation of the
single elements of the framework, i.e., categories, subcategories, and factors (bottom-level analysis).
The dual step process was designed to provide the interviewee with the general picture and only later
moving into details, to avoid losing his attention releasing too much information in a single instance.
The indicators used for the evaluation are displayed in Table 6, with detailed scores for the five
companies reported in Appendix A.
The overall evaluation is extremely positive for each indicator, with no changes in the
framework suggested:
• usefulness: the framework can provide useful insights to industrial decision-makers when dealing
with the adoption of EEMs in CAS;
• completeness: all the critical factors are identified, especially those which are usually neglected due
to a lack of awareness or specific knowledge about the technology;
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• clearness: the factors are clearly defined and easy to understand for industrial decision-makers;
• absence of overlapping: the framework does not contain any unnecessary repetition.
Table 6. Parameters for the framework validation.




Categories X (cluster) X X X
Subcategories X (cluster) X X X
Factors X (cluster) X X X
The importance of pointing out all the consequences stemming from the adoption is moreover
stressed by the interviewee of company V4, suggesting that technology providers should also use the
framework to highlight the consequences when proposing CAS EEMs. On the other hand, as noted
by company V5, such increased knowledge might empower industrial decision-makers, since he
recognized that usually service providers lean on a greater set of competences, thus limiting the
company to implement suggested EEM, rather than proposing EEMs by themselves.
6. Application of the Model
Multiple case-study with semistructured interviews was selected as research methodology also
for the empirical application of the framework into a second sample composed by 11 companies,
sampled with the same rationale previously presented in Section 5 (details in Table 7). In order to apply
the framework and test its effectiveness, considering the sample heterogeneity, we focused our analysis
on the most recommended interventions, by considering the IAC database as reference (Table 8).
Considering the timeline of the companies, EEMs are divided into:
(i) past EEMs when recommended and backed up by an investment plan but never implemented;
(ii) present EEMs if recommended and adopted, so the companies experienced the result; and
(iii) future EEMs if not yet recommended or only recently recommended, with no decision about their
implementation undertaken.
In Box 1, we reported the application of the framework to a selected company (A5). In the following,
we present the results of the application, displayed in Table 9. By looking at the implementation of
the proposed framework, it appears clear how the operational factors are always considered during
the assessment, with the only exception represented by the temperature, neglected in the assessment
conducted by company A1 for the adoption of a controller, which nonetheless did not compromise
the result. Referring to the economic-energetic factors, decision-makers stated how important they
are for the correct assessment of EEMs, hence are usually the major set of factors considered in the
decision-making process.
Nevertheless, the contextual factors pointed out on multiple occasions their capability to highlight
critical features whose absence may change the adoption outcome. Particularly, the type of activity,
providing information regarding the complexity of an EEM, was considered of primary importance in
all the assessments, pointing out the huge perceived differences between the different nature of EEMs.
The installation of a new device, or even a retrofit entailing the addition of new equipment, was indeed
perceived as a complex operation by A1, which installed control systems and considered the movement
of the compressors air intakes in a cooler place, or even by A5, which considered the replacement of the
transportation system based on compressed air. On the other hand, completely different perceptions
came from the companies which considered an optimization, e.g., companies A3, A6, A8, and A10,
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where the EEM relates to the repair of leaks. A2 stated how the type of activity was an important factor
in his assessment, since the EEM, i.e., the reduction of the pressure level to the minimum required, is a
simple optimization which does not imply any structural change in the system, hence requiring only a
low level of involvement.









A1 Plastic and packaging 150 ÷ 199 ≤20 EI Site manager
A2
Test and inspection of
electric/mechanical
components
10 ÷ 49 ≤2 EI Maintenanceresponsible

























10 ÷ 49 ≤2 EI Owner/sitemanager
A9 Manufacture anddistribution of paints 10 ÷ 49 ≤20 NEI Site manager
A10 Food and beverage 10 ÷ 49 ≤10 EI Owner/sitemanager
A11 Food and beverage 10 ÷ 49 ≤20 N/A Site manager
Similarly, the expertise required to carry out the adoption is assessed as one of the main factors
to be taken into consideration by decision-makers, especially for complex EEMs or in case of lack
of knowledge, e.g., for the EEM considered by A9, which would imply the elimination of the
compressed air used for dense phase transport but would be completely outsourced because of lack
of internal competences. The expertise required guides A2 on the choice of simply consulting the
compressor technical manual or contacting a technology expert for the adoption of the planned EEM.
Further, in the case of A7, one of the main reasons for not adopting the EEM was the high
expertise required, similarly to A5.
The application of the framework is intended to test its ability to work as an assessment tool.
Decision-makers are required to indicate the importance factors have in the adoption process,
ranging between ‘not important’ and ‘very important’. Eventually, the relevance in using the
framework for the decision-making process and the greater awareness gained from it are asked to
the respondents, together with the effort required for its usage and its ease of application.
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Table 8. Synoptic of the most recommended EEMs [142] that will be analyzed for the
framework application.
ARC Code Measure Recommended % Implementation
2,4236 Eliminate leaks in inert gasand compressed air lines/vales 8138 80.38
2,4221 Install compressor air intakesin coolest locations 5129 46.5
2,4231
Reduce the pressure of
compressed air to the
minimum required
4446 49.6
2,2434 Recover heat from aircompressor 1626 31.86
2,4232
Eliminate or reduce
compressed air used for
cooling, agitating liquids,
moving products, or drying
1450 46
2,4226 Use/purchase optimum sizedcompressor 692 42.92
2,4224 Upgrade controls oncompressors 639 44.6
The independence from other components or EEMs was highly appreciated by the decision-maker
of company A5, who was indeed worried about the high involvement of the transportation system in
the production processes. Although the same EEM was considered by A9, the decision-maker was at
first unaware about the importance of the factor. Rather, he was aware of the high dependency for what
concerns the other EEM adopted by the company, i.e., the installation of control systems (two in the
specific case), as he recognized how one may influence the proper working of the other. Regarding the
repair of leaks in the compressed air lines, the advantage coming from the increased pressure level,
which may end up with the reduction of the number of required compressors, was known to A3, A8,
and A10. Differently, A6 was sceptic about this potential influence, thus neglected the factor from the
analysis and ended up not adopting the EEM. Similarly, the dependency of the considered EEM was not
known by A2, which did not take into account the potential risks related to the reduction of the pressure
level for other activities to be performed through the same medium. Likewise, the decision-makers
within A1 disregarded to resize the air receivers and the possible installation of the central control for
the dryers. In both cases, the assessment resulted in the underestimation of the negative sides of the
EEMs which could compromise their adoption.
The variation in maintenance effort is considered by almost all the respondents but it was perceived
as critical only when the effort would be increased because of the leaks repair activity, i.e., by A3
and A8, which were considering the EEM for the future. Differently, A10, which performs the same
EEM regularly, evaluated the effort as manageable.
The accessibility of CAS was widely considered since some companies had issues in the past.
A10, e.g., assessed the accessibility as the most critical factor when dealing with the repair of leaks,
together with A6 and A8, since parts of their compressed air lines can either be hard to reach or
inaccessible (underground). The criticality of the factor was also pointed out by company A9, where the
transport system to be replaced is integrated into the process lines, and A4 and A7.
Moving to the compatibility subcategory, technological compatibility was considered a critical
factor by many companies. The choice of the controller, for instance, was strictly constrained by the
type of compressor installed, as highlighted by A1 and A9. Technological compatibility was also
rated as very important by A2, dealing with the reduction of pressure level of the CAS, since the
variation in performance depends on the type of compressor. Eventually, A5 and A9 pointed out how
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the elimination of compressed air from the transportation system is an EEM which cannot be always
applied because of technological constraints.
Box 1. Application of the framework to company A5.
Company profile:
• Company A5 is a medium size company, with 105 employees and about €50 million of annual turnover,
part of a multinational corporation operating in the food and beverage sector.
• They are specialized in the production and distribution of canned sea food, with six production lines
present in the plant. CA is used in the production lines for cleaning activities on the cans, for cutting fish,
for the packaging system, and to drive the transportation lines.
Energy profile:
• Energy consumption is around 1% of the total turnover, which makes it a non-energy intensive company [1].
About 15% of the total energy consumption is related to compressed air, with a total power installed of
162 KW, distributed along four compressors located in two separate compressors rooms.
• Company A5 is not certified with ISO 50001.
• The last energy audit was performed in 2016.
Interviewee profile:
• The interviewee is the site manager, who is moreover in charge of the energy management inside the plant.
• The decision-making process is performed by the site manager together with his team, composed of
four people. They are also responsible for maintaining the correct conditions, aligned with the indications
coming from the installed performance measurement system, during the execution of the production and
service processes.
EEM profile:
• Company A5 considered the replacement of CA used for the transportation system for cans and aluminum
tubes along the production line with a motor driven vacuum system, aiming at enhancing the performance
getting rid of a dated technology.
• The EEM belongs to the past cluster since company A5 eventually did not perform the substitution.
The reason lies in the high investment cost and the required shutdown of the entire line which would have
meant production disruption, thus losses, since they are continuously operating 24 h per day.











The requirements to be satisfied in terms of pressure were considered
by the decision-maker.
Temperature
Temperature was not perceived as a very influencing factor for the
replacement of the CA-based transportation system.
Flow rate
Together with pressure, the flow rate requirement was considered
during the decision-making process, being of paramount importance














The importance of the factor was high, although the decision-maker
was more susceptible to costs rather than to the extent of the
pay-back period.
Initial expenditure
The high investment cost required for the EEM, together with the losses
due to the stop of production which would have been necessary to
perform the substitution of the transportation system, were the main
reasons that led to the nonadoption decision.
Energy savings
Energy savings represent an important factor for the adoption of the
EEM, with the decision-makers pointing out the possibility to enhance
the energetic performance of the system by replacing a
dated technology.

















Activity type The EEM is a new installation.
Expertise required
The installation of the EEM requires the involvement of experts in the





Considering the pervasive involvement of the transportation system for
the proper operation of the production line, the decision-maker pointed
out a high dependency for the EEM.
Change in
maintenance effort
No main changes were pointed out by the decision-maker with respect
to maintenance efforts.
Accessibility For the specific location of the CAS and the transportation system in








Technological The measure cannot be applied on all systems; hence the technological




Generally, the presence of different pressure loads should usually favor
the adoption of the vacuum pumps; however, for the specific situation
of company A5, pressure loads differences were almost negligible,




The capacity of the EEM to adapt to different operating conditions does
not influence the adoption for the specific case of company A5 since a
single vacuum pressure level is required.
Synergy with
other activities
Through the exploitation of synergies the installation can be performed
when the line is down, taking advantage of a planned production stop;
this factor is critical, since for no reason the replacement of the actual
transportation system would have been performed in a different time
slot, with the risk of influencing and stopping the normal activities.
Distance from the
electric service
For the specific situation of company A5 the factor is not critical due to
the installation of the compressors in two rooms, close to the electric
service.
Presence of








Safety The factor is not highly influential for the adoption of the specific EEM
according to the decision-maker.
Air quality The variation in the quality of air was not perceived as a very important
factor by the decision-maker.
Wear and tear The variation in wear and tear of the equipment does not represent a
critical factor for the adoption of the specific EEM.
Noise The interviewee proved to be almost unaware of the potential
improvement in noise level and assigned a low weight to the factor.
Artificial demand The factor is not critical for this EEM according to the decision-maker.
Eventually, the framework proved to be able to outline factors not known to the engineer-ing of company
A5, although it should be noted that none of the negative ones had been under-estimated. In turn, more aware
of the positive consequences of the adoption, the decision-maker could go back to his steps in case of a new
stoppage of the line. He admitted that, despite the massive usage of compressed air and its energy consumption,
they are not completely aware of the measure which could fit in their context. For this reason, he considered the
developed tool as extremely tailored for their case. Moreover, the user-friendliness and the ease of use were
positively rated.
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A1 Install compressor air intakes in coolestlocation (ARC 2,4221) past 3 3 3 3 3 33 3 3 (!!) 3 (!)
A1 Upgrade controls on compressors(ARC 2,4224) present 3 (!) 3 3 3 33 3 3 (!) 3 33 3 3
A2 Reduce the pressure of compressed air tothe minimum required (ARC 2,4231) future 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 (!!) 33 (!) (!)
A3 Use/purchase optimum sized compressors(ARC 2,4226) past 3 3 3 33 33 33 3 3 3
A3 Eliminate leaks in inert gas andcompressed air lines/valves (ARC 2,4236) future 3 3 3 3 3 33 3 3 33 3 33 3 3
A4 Install compressor air intakes in coolestlocation (ARC 2,4221) future 3 3 3 33 33 33 33 3 3 (!)
A5
Eliminate or reduce the compressed air
used for cooling, agitating liquids, moving
products, or drying (ARC 2,4232)
past 3 3 3 33 33 3 3 3 33 33
A6 Eliminate leaks in inert gas andcompressed air lines/valves (ARC 2,4236) past 3 3 33 33 33 3 3 (!) 33 3 (!)
A7 Recover heat from air compressor(ARC 2,2434) past 3 3 33 33 33 3 33 33 (!) 3 33
A8 Eliminate leaks in inert gas andcompressed air lines/valves (ARC 2,4236) future 3 3 33 33 33 3 3 3 33 3 33 (!)




























































































































































































































A9 Upgrade controls on compressors(ARC 2,4224) present 3 3 3 33 33 33 3 3 3 33 33 33 3
A9
Eliminate or reduce the compressed air
used for cooling, agitating liquids, moving
products, or drying (ARC 2,4232)
future 3 3 33 33 33 3 33 (!) 3 3 33
A10 Eliminate leaks in inert gas andcompressed air lines/valves (ARC 2,4236) present 3 3 33 3 3 33 3 3 3
A10 Install compressor air intakes in coolestlocation (ARC 2,4221) future 3 3 3 3 3 33 3 3 33
A11 Use/purchase optimum sized compressors(ARC 2,4226) present 3 3 33 33 33 33 33 3 (!) 3
Factors considered as important (3) and very important (33) by decision-makers and literature; factors important (!) and very important (!!) that should have been considered by
decision-makers according to literature, but which were not considered in the decision to adopt EEMs.
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The presence of different pressure loads was considered of utmost importance by A3 when
dealing with the correct sizing of compressors, since it may influence the decision regarding the
number of devices required. However, for the same EEM, A11 did not perceive the criticality of
the factor, despite the effective presence of different pressure levels in their lines. The explanation
should be researched in the number of pressure reducers installed in the system. Eventually, if the
factor had been properly considered, the company would have probably opted for a different and
more efficient configuration. Similarly, in A2 the factor was not considered, despite the influence the
pressure level has on the heat recovery potential.
The adaptability to different conditions was considered as the most important factor by A1 and A9,
both dealing with the adoption of controllers on compressors, which were indeed installed with the
specific purpose of changing the operating conditions of the equipment when needed. The factor was,
however, underestimated by A1 regarding the assessment of the second EEM, i.e., the displacement of
the compressors air intakes in the coolest location, because of a lack of awareness, and this was one of
the main reasons hindering the adoption. Moreover, as stated by the decision-maker of company A7,
the adaptability to different conditions, related to the variability of requirements in the demand side,
is a very important factor when considering the recovery of heat from the compressors.
It should be assessed, however, together with the factor describing the presence of thermal loads,
which refers to the availability of the right amount of heat to match the demand side. These are the
most important factors to be considered when dealing with that type of EEM according to A7.
The possibility to take advantage of synergies to carry out the installation when the production
line is down was considered as a very important point by both A5 and A9 when deciding about
the replacement of the old air compressed transportation system with a more efficient technology.
Otherwise, this would lead to an additional plant shutdown with related production losses,
hence supporting the non-adoption of the EEM. The same factor was rated as critical for the adoption
of controllers on compressors carried out by A1 and A9. In particular, the decision-maker of company
A1 pointed out that the activity requires a long time to be performed, thus it was done during the
summertime when the plant was closed. The synergy is also reported by A1 and A10 considering the
displacement of the compressors air intakes in cooler locations.
Regarding the observability factors, all the respondents whose companies performed the repair of
leaks in compressed air lines recognized the importance the activity has on the safety.
The air quality was generally not acknowledged as a critical factor, although other authors pointed
out its relevance [29]. Companies A1 and A4 considered the displacement of the compressors air inlets
from the external environment to the internal one, in a cooler location. Beside a difference in temperature
however, the quality of the internal air is usually better: the moisture content is lower, and this may lower
the wear of the compressors, extending their lifetime. Differently, for A10 there would be no variation in
the air quality but only in air temperature since the EEM would just imply to shift the air inlet indoor.
The variation of CAS wear and tear was considered by A11 in terms of the extended lifetime of the
equipment embedded in the installation of the new and correctly sized compressor and, according to
the respondents, was a very important factor. Differently, A9 was unaware of the factor when referring
to the adoption of a controller, nor A2 when thinking about the reduction of pressure level, although in
both cases they agreed on the importance this could have on the decision-making process.
Noise was considered critical by A10 to foster the repair of leaks. A3, A6, and A8, who assessed
the same EEM, did not deem the factor important. However, they claimed to perform repair activities
as soon as a noise is perceived to limit its effect on the surroundings.
The artificial demand was known and considered very influential only by A3 and A10, both
dealing with the repair of leaks. For the same EEM, A6 and A8 did not perceive the criticality. Initially,
the decision-maker within A2 did not give much importance to the factor. However, he pointed out that
the actual compressed air flow was higher than required because of a poorly sized compressor, and the
artificial demand phenomenon was further increasing the gap between supply and demand. Therefore,
the consideration of this factor could significantly increase the possibilities of a future adoption of
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the EEM. Moreover, the influence of the artificial demand also affects the adoption of controllers,
as pointed out by the decision-makers of companies A1 and A9.
Overall, regardless of the nature of the EEM, i.e., past, present, or future, the framework proved to
be able to provide additional information to industrial decision-makers. For instance, the respondent
within A1 pointed out that the increased awareness resulting from the framework application would be
probably enough to reconsider in the future the displacement of the compressors air intakes in the coolest
location. Moreover, using the framework, the decision-maker of company A9 assessed an EEM he was
not aware of. The framework resulted effective in A5 to highlight factors unknown to the decision-maker.
However, none of the negatives were underestimated, and ultimately the decision not to adopt was due
to the high investment costs and the production disruption to carry out the installation. Similarly, A7
acquired more insights from the framework, but the low amount of achievable savings drove the decision
not to implement the considered EEM.
Furthermore, all the respondents particularly appreciated the ease of use of the framework and
the low efforts required for its application, in particular for being able to completely define the EEMs
encompassing only a limited number of factors.
7. Discussion
Comparing the result with the existing models, similarities can be found only regarding energetic and
economic factors, since the most widespread and universally accepted indicators are utilized (e.g., pay-back
time [26,112,163]) to evaluate the investment from an economic point of view, thus making the tool more
user-friendly for the final adopters. On the other hand, differences can be found if considering operative
factors, although technical information is widely covered by past literature [39]. The reason lies in the
restricted focus of this work, i.e., CAS, being specific enough to enable the analysis of specific characteristics
of the technology, which has been rarely investigated to this level of detail concerning characterizing factors.
As confirmation of the previous statement, Nehler and Rasmussen [107] indicate that the characteristics of
factors may depend on the type of EEMs, as already pointed out by Cagno and Trianni [22] referring to
barriers to specific EEMs. Less detailed results come from a variety of studies considering compressed air
through a multitechnology analysis [103,106], in many cases not even providing a clustering framework of
factors [108,109,113]. Differently, more specific focus is provided by the study conducted by Nehler et al. [27],
focused on CAS, which includes among the NEBs an improvement in temperature control, hence indicating
the criticality of this factor. Moreover, considerations about pressure and flow rate are listed among the
impacts perceived by suppliers concerning specific EEMs, as documented by a wealth of technical manuals
and industrial literature extensively covering these aspects, despite neither categorizing the factors into an
operative framework nor providing additional insights with respect to the mere technical ones. During
the interviews conducted on field, these factors were highly appreciated by industrial decision-makers,
given the practicality they confer to the tool; it would be indeed unfeasible to discuss the implementation of
EEMs within CAS without taking into account such information. Other differences can be found analyzing
those factors which introduce the contextual dimension, making the framework flexible enough to be
exploited in all the different situations where the industrial decision-maker is required to operate. The first
step toward this path was made by Rogers [99], followed by Tornatzky and Klein [100]; both the studies,
however, treat compatibility referring to innovation, thus dealing with society in its entireness rather than
a specific technology or field. Although the definition of the category can be adapted to the industrial
environment, the details depicted by the single factors are here included for the first time. An exception
is represented by the observability factors, i.e., safety, air quality, wear and tear, and noise, which are
commonly considered in literature [105,106,164], sometimes clustered in a single element describing the
whole working environment [7], given the strict relation with many EEMs, regardless of the technology
considered. Industrial respondents were generally aware of such characteristics, despite the fact that they
were never considered as the most critical elements leading the adoption of EEMs, with the exception being
for A4; however, here compressed air belongs to the production process, which may act as a discriminant
for the perceived importance of the role of compressed air. This is aligned with the perspective provided by
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Nehler et al. [27], where the importance of NEBs as a driver for the decision-making process is evaluated:
enhancements of the working environment and safety conditions are considered. However, they are
perceived as of secondary importance with respect to other advantages, e.g., those directly connected to
the reliability and lifetime of the equipment. One reason could be the difficulty of their evaluation and
monetization, thus the impossibility to include these considerations in the economic assessment of any
investment, which represents a critical step of the decision-making process [165]. Nevertheless, according to
Nehler and Rasmussen [107] those characteristics that cannot be evaluated from a monetary perspective,
may be considered alongside the proposal in the form of comments. Regarding the remaining operational
factor, i.e., artificial demand, given the strict dependency with the specific CA technology, it cannot be found
in frameworks related to a broader cluster, such as by Trianni et al. [7]. Nevertheless, it should be noted that
almost all the interviewees were aware of this phenomenon, despite the technical nature and difficulty of
observation make it hard to be recognized by users without deep expertise in CAS.
Apart from observability factors, the complexity ones are partly included in previous literature, despite
being categorized differently (e.g., [26,105,126]). Activity type, for instance, is included by Trianni et al. [7],
who confined the definition by Rogers [99] and Tornatzky and Klein [100] to a limited field, i.e., industry,
to make it practically exploitable. On the other hand, the willingness to focus on more than a single
technology prevented them from analyzing all single factors related to compressed air solely. Interestingly,
the present framework specifically included for the first time the difficulty in accessing the distribution
system (accessibility factor), despite being deemed as important by any decision-maker interviewed. Further,
compatibility issues, except for synergies [131], represent a neglected dimension in scientific literature, despite
the fact that they are widely recognized in technical manuals or industrial sources (e.g., [29,127,129]). Once
more, since the framework is intended for a practical application into companies, these considerations should
be encompassed in the decision-making process, as revealed from the investigation where decision-makers
acknowledged that some important factors were not always taken into account. This capability was
embedded in the design of the framework, thanks to its focus on the single technology of CAS.
The need of a more specific funneled knowledge over relevant factors for EEMs adoption is partially
aligned with the specificity of the characteristics but also to the applicability property discussed by
Fleiter et al. [26], provided that the efficiency interventions remain confined to CAS. On the other hand,
as demonstrated by the different importance attributed to the observability factors during the interviews,
the selected factors should not be independent of the context and the adopting company, as stated by [26],
but should include the information; the category contextual factors is considered in the present study to
fulfil this necessity. In this regard, future research could explore whether such interdependency could be
modulated by the different relationships between CA and the core process of the firms. Relationships may
also exist among the various factors included in the framework, which are not completely disconnected from
each other, confirming the close interactions CAS have with the operations of a company. For instance, the
repair of leakages (ARC 2,4236) would lead to a reduction in pressure requirements, which in turn would
affect the noise level and the wear and tear of the equipment. Interestingly, preliminary results of the analysis
(e.g., Table 4) may suggest that some relationships exist, although more research is needed to shed some
light on this. Indeed, an in-depth study of the impacts between factors could make a further contribution to
the discussion about impacts on the operations and the other productive resources of a company.
8. Conclusions
The willingness to understand the main factors that rule the adoption of EEMs on CAS represents the
driver that pushed toward the definition of the present framework. Aiming at providing a systemic view
of the adoption, factors referring to the complexity, compatibility, and observability of the results coming
from the adoption of EEMs were included in the model, encompassing, among others, the impacts on
the operations and the other productive resources of an industrial firm, together with more traditional
considerations regarding the operational and the economic and energetic factors. Results from the
empirical application show how these features might prove critical in the path for the adoption, sometimes
even capable of reversing the outcome, hence confirming the added knowledge brought by the framework.
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In this regard, future longitudinal research could explore the change of awareness in decision-makers
when assessing EEMs in CAS and other sustainability practices within industrial operations. Moreover,
the focus kept on the specific technology of CAS enabled to point out peculiar factors that might be lost
approaching the problem through a more holistic perspective, e.g., difficulties in accessing CAS, which
was a recurrent topic in the empirical investigations. Nonetheless, despite its non-negligible importance
according to the interviewed decision-makers, the factor has never been approached by previous studies.
Using the framework, industrial decision-makers could tackle the perception of uncertainty they
have concerning EEMs, beside finding valuable support to overcome the barriers related to risk,
imperfect evaluation criteria, and lack of information, which might represent critical issues preventing a
sound decision-making process. These barriers might be particularly present in SMEs, generally characterized
by less trained or less skilled decision-makers, who may moreover face difficulties in the use of complex
or overly detailed models. However, the structuring resulting from the synthesis process to which the
framework was subjected made it possible to obtain a complete framework regarding the factors to be
considered in the adoption of CAS EEMs, characterized at the same time by a high ease of use. Indeed,
as pointed out by the empirical application, the evaluation of the user-friendliness and the effort required
for the usage were overall positive, despite the fact that the greatest share of companies in the sample
were SMEs. Policy makers, on the other hand, could take advantage of the framework to design tailored
policies for enhancing the efficiency of CAS. Moreover, the assessment of the factors that rule the adoption
of EEMs on CAS could lead to a deeper understanding of the specific barriers that affect the technology,
which might move away with respect to the issue preventing the adoption of other technologies, assigned to
different roles in a plant, e.g., electric motor systems. This deeper knowledge would, in turn, create solid
foundations on which to lay the basis for the definition of drivers to overcome these barriers, improving the
overall efficiency.
In conclusion, we would like to acknowledge some study limitations, starting from the narrowness of
the application sample and its heterogeneity with respect to the industrial sectors. Besides, not all sectors are
encompassed in the present study, e.g., textile or metal manufacturing are missing. Moreover, limiting the
analysis to the technology of CAS did not enable to consider the entire set of impacts the adoption of an
EEM has on the other productive resources or on the operations of a firm. Accordingly, future research could
move towards this direction, furtherly extending the analysis to include a broader set of heterogeneous
EEMs to better assess the impacts of their adoption. Additionally, further research could effectively develop
approaches to measure such impacts more quantitatively, linking the impacts on production and operations
performance. Furthermore, research could explore what synergies may be explored by integrating the
developed framework into a broader set of tools to improve the sustainability performance of industrial
enterprises, also connecting it with assessment tools, maturity models, etc.
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Table A1. Scores for the theoretical validation of the framework a.



























































































































































Framework Structure - 4 4 - - 4 4 - - 4 4 - - 4 4 - - 4 4 -
Scope 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 3 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 -
Perspective 4 - - - 4 - - - 4 - - - 3 - - - 4 - - -
Categories - 4 - - - 4 - - - 4 - - - 4 - - - 4 - -
Subcategories - 4 - - - 4 - - - 4 - - - 4 - - - 4 - -












Operational parameters 3 - 4 4 3 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Economic energetic
parameters 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Contextual parameters 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 3 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Subcategories
Compatibility 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Complexity 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Observability 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Operational
parameters
Pressure 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Temperature 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Flow rate 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Economic energetic
parameters
Pay back time 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Initial expenditure 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Energy savings 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Complexity
Activity type 4 - 4 3 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Expertise 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Independency from other
components/EEMs 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 3 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
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maintenance effort 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 3 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Accessibility 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Compatibility
Technological 3 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Presence of different
pressure loads 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Adaptability to
different conditions 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Synergy with other activities 4 - 3 3 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 3 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Distance to the
electric service 4 - 4 4 3 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Presence of thermal loads 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Observability
Safety 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Air quality 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Wear and tear 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Noise 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4
Artificial demand 4 - 3 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 3 4 4 - 4 4
a The green background represents an excellent rating (4 on the Likert scale); the orange background represent a good rating (3 on the Likert scale); no mediocre or poor ratings are present.
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